should also be inv. under
Source J( x) explicitly breaks symmetries of fund. theory → artificially make ψ Jψ invariant by lifting J( x) into a field variable and by assigning transformations
Then, Fundamental theory + source is inv.
⇒ Effective theory + source should also be inv.
cf. more elaborate version: N=1 SQCD Seiberg 92
Coupling constants undetermined by symmetry 
Global symmetry group at m = 0
Dimopoulos, Peskin 80
We shall prove this at N C → ∞, β / N C = 0
Mesonic form of
LGTs at β= at β= , U xy ij independent stochastic variables (Random Flux) signs η xy irrelevant ⇒ possible to convert Z in terms of mesonic variables
Color-Flavor transformation of link integration
Zirnbauer 97 
∫
Integrating out ψ , ψ ⇒
Strongly coupled LGTs in mesonic variables
Z = Π A,B dZ xy AB dZ xy AB det(1 + Z xy Z xy + ) N c +2N F +ε x∈X ,y∈O y ∏ ∫ × det N c Z xy − 2m y∈O x ∑       x ∈X ∏ det N c Z xy + − 2m x∈X y ∑       y∈O ∏ ε = 0,−1,1 for G = U,O,Sp ( m AB → 2m AB for G = O )
Large-N c limit to NLσMs
The lattice action in the mesonic link variables → derivative expansion G = U :
chiral condensate ψ ψ (agrees with 80s results)
determined from microscopic theories 
Z xy e 
